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IFMCS logic
Universe : the greek mythology
I(x): x is immortal
F (x): x is female
M(x): x is male
C(x, y): x is a child of y

S(x, y): x is a sibling of y

Check the the following translations from English into IFMCS logic. Line through the word
”CORRECT” in the check box if you find the translation incorrect, but leave it unchanged
otherwise. Scores: 3 points for each good answer.

Statement in English translated into IFMCS logic Check

1 Athena is Zeus’s daughter F (Athena) & C(Zeus,Athena) CORRECT

2 Rhea is Zeus’s mother F (Rhea) & C(Zeus,Rhea) CORRECT

3 Zeus’s brothers are immortal ∃x(S(x,Zeus) & M(x) & I(x)) CORRECT

4 Zeus’s brothers are immortal ¬
(
∃ x (S(x, Zeus) & M(x) & ¬I(x))

)
CORRECT

5 Zeus’s brothers are immortal ∀ x
((

S(x, Zeus) & M(x)
)
→ I(x)

)
CORRECT

6 Leto’s only daughter is Artemis C(Artemis, Leto) & F (Artemis) CORRECT

Translate the following two sentences from English into IFMCS logic. Scores: 6 points for each
good answer.

Statement in English translated into IFMCS logic

7 Zeus’s parents are immortal

8 Hera has no daughter
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A model of S :
A set of symbols: DOO, DEE, BE ON
A set of sentences: S =

{
S1 , S2 , S3 , S4 , S5

}
S1 : There exist at least one DEE.
S2 : There ARE exactly three DOOs ON every DEE.
S3 : Not all DOOs ARE ON the same DEE.
S4 : There IS exactly one DEE ON any two distinct DOOs.
S5 : There IS at least one DOO ON any two distinct DEEs.

Define S as a theory over first-order logic.
Let S∗ be the remainder subset of S after removing S3 that is S∗ =

{
S1 , S2 , S4 , S5

}
let S∗∗ be the remainder subset of S∗ after removing S2 that is S∗∗ =

{
S1 , S4 , S5

}
and let us define another sentence S6 : There are exactly seven DOOs and seven DEEs.

Check the following statements.
Line through the word ”TRUE” in the check box if you find the statement false, but leave it
unchanged otherwise.

Statement Check

1 The model shows that S6 is a tautology in S TRUE

2 The model shows that S6 is a contingent statement in S TRUE

3 The model shows that S is a categorial theory TRUE

4 S∗ is a categorial theory TRUE

5 S3 is a contingent statement in S TRUE

6 S3 is a tautology in S∗ TRUE

7 S3 cannot be derived in S TRUE

8 S3 cannot be derived in S∗ TRUE

9 S∗ is an inconsistent theory TRUE

10 S2 is an independent statement in S∗∗ TRUE

Scores: 3 points for each correct answer.
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An international tender invitation has been launched for the exclusive rights of catering in ELTE
Lágymányos Campus. There have been three applicants: MacDonalds, Subway and PizzaHut. The
representative of one of them takes a presentation today persuading the tender comitte, consisting of:
- X, professor of statistics, author of ”Critical Thinking in Statistics”,
- Y, professor of social psychology, author of ”The Persuasive Speech”,
- Z, the HÖK president, MA in sociology.

Your job is to write a draft (shorter than 200 words) for any of applicants committing at least three
of the following four fallacies:

1. Ecological fallacy,
2. The appeal to questionable authority,
3. Ignoratio Elenchi,
4. The fallacy of weak analogy.

Scores: max. 30 points.


